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----------------------------------------------------------ABSTRACT------------------------------------------------------------- 

Encryption of data pose data confidentiality, availability and integrity by eliminating all data leakage possibilities 
which is done by converting data into a cipher text that cannot be understood by unauthorized users through the 

use of a mathematical function called key. This research developed a secure system used for encryption and 

decryption process on the data supplied before such data is stored on the cloud storage system. The model used 

in developing the secure system is 256-bit key encryption and adopts the Base64 character encoding scheme rather 

than the widely used ASCII standard.  Variations of data supplied to the proposed secure system were from several 

multimedia data (such as video, audio, text, and image) and other types. The model performance was tested and 

evaluated by brute-force attack and program execution time. The implementation was done using Python 

programming language and Google Drive as the cloud storage and the encrypted data is supported by the cloud 

storage system. The adopted model creates a better and efficient mechanism for data supplied by encoding the 

key to be used for encryption in base64. It gives a better security technique with lesser computational time. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A popular practice involving the storing and 

management of data on the internet is called cloud 

computing. Cloud computing is the on-demand 

delivery of Information Technology (IT) resources 

such as compute, databases and storage via the internet 

rather than managing files and services on a local 

storage device. Instead of buying, owning and 
maintaining physical datacentres and servers, one can 

access a wide range of technology services such as 

computing power and storage on an as-needed basis 

from a cloud provider like Microsoft Azure. 

Organizations of every type, size and industry are 

using the cloud for a wide variety of use cases, such as 

data backup, disaster recovery, email, virtual desktops, 

software development and testing, big data analytics 

and customer facing web applications. For example, 

health care companies are using the cloud to develop 

more personalized treatment for patients, financial 

services companies are using the cloud to power real 
time fraud detection and prevention, and video game 

makers are using the cloud to deliver online games to 

millions of players around the world.  

Amidst all the functionality of cloud computing, this 

study focused on the area of storage as one of the forms 

of cloud computing. Cloud storage is a service model 

in which data is transmitted and stored on remote 

storage systems where it is maintained, managed, 

backed up and made available to the user over internet. 

It is based on virtualized infrastructure with accessible 

interfaces and user can access and retrieve data from 

storage with the help of Application Packages 
Interface (API). Some cloud storage systems are for 

small operations while others are so large that the 

mechanical equipment can consume an entire 

warehouse. A cloud storage system requires just one 

data server joined to the internet, a client (cloud service 

consumer) subscribes to the cloud storage service, 

transfer copies of files across the internet to the data 

server which then writes the information in the cloud 

storage. When the client wants to recover the 

information, the client can access the data server 

through a web-based interface, the server then either 

transfer the files back to the client or allows the client 
to locate and manage the files on the server itself. 

With the availability of numerous cloud storage 

provider (such as Dropbox, Google Drive, Proton 

Drive, Sync, OneDrive and many other options), 

trusting these companies with users’ data seems to be 

a great risk even though it is safer than keeping such 

data on the local computer due to ease of accessibility, 

storage volume and data loss. Most cloud providers do 

not encrypt data on servers and if there is encryption, 

the encryption is done with a key owned by the cloud 

providers which means the cloud provider could offer 
users’ data to law enforcements with a subpoena or a 

rogue, employee could snoop around and read users’ 

data. 

Prior to moving on to the new computing technology, 

there is an imperative need to have a knowledge of the 
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number of levels of security that the technology 

provides to the data, considering hacking capabilities 

are also well versed [1]. 

According to Miller in [2], from The Washington Post 

titled the intelligence coup of the century, it reads thus; 
“For decades, the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) 

read the encrypted communications of allies and 

adversaries”. This shows that some of the companies 

(like Crypto AG) are owned by the law enforcement 

agencies in a highly classified partnership without the 

customers knowing. 

Cloud storage users speculate that there is a backdoor 

to the cloud services provided by the companies and 

trusting third party company to store the data does not 

make the data more secure. Based on the third party 

problem, some crypto software or tools offers to 

encrypt data for users in the best possible way but the 
problem is that most crypto tools are open source 

which means anyone can look at the source code, 

check how the encryption is done which is a backdoor 

for hackers.  

If one ever read a privacy policy, one may have noticed 

a section that says something about how user’s data 

will be shared with law enforcement, which means if 

the police demand it and have the necessary 

paperwork, police will likely get it. But maybe, like 

most American adults don’t read privacy policies very 

carefully if at all. In that case, user might be surprised 
to learn how much of one’s data is in the hands of third 

parties, how much access law enforcement has to it, 

how it might be used against the user, or what users’ 

rights are, if any, to prevent it. The Department of 

Justice obtained Democratic Reps. Adam Schiff’s and 

Eric Swalwell’s subscriber records (and that of their 

family members) from Apple Company through a 

grand jury subpoena. This occurred in 2017 and 2018, 

but the Congress members only found out about it in 

June 2021, when the gag order expired [3].  

This also shows that a data broker could have access 

to Cloud User’s data. A data broker is an individual or 
company that specializes in collecting personal or 

company data from either public records or private 

source, and selling or licensing such information to 

third parties for a variety of use. Therefore, the need 

for privacy to user’s data arise due to the possibility of 

data leakage through legal or illegal means. The aim of 

this paper is to propose an efficient mechanism for data 

protection for cloud storage. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 
Many solutions have been proposed to solve data 

breaches, privacy risk and many more problems for 

data security in cloud-based storage.  

Prajapati and Shah in [4] discussed about the number 

of data breaches (through cyber-attacks and other 

various means) that occurred per month in 2019 and 

2020. It revealed that the effect of these data breach 

varies with some of the organizations that fell victim 

of it and are able to respond immediately. The 

researchers gave an overview of cloud storage security 

and reviewed various approaches for providing secure 

deduplication techniques in cloud storage. Prajapati 

and Shah concluded that combining various security 

approaches with data deduplication, reduces clients’ 

security issues and eliminates redundant data from 
cloud storage. However, the storage and management 

overhead caused by cryptographic keys in the breach 

of client’s key is too enormous. 

Han et al. in [5] identified that building security 

mechanism for cloud storage is not an easy task. 

Because shared data on the cloud is outside the control 

domain of legitimate participants, making the shared 

data usable upon the demand of the legitimate users 

should be solved. To address the security problem of 

sharing data on the cloud storage, a secret sharing 

group key (SSGK) management protocol was 

proposed and the following means are taken by our 
protocol to help detect or prevent frauds.  

Zhang et al. in [6], shows that cloud storage is a widely 

used cloud computing model which allow users to 

outsource their digital data to some cloud service 

provider (CSP) for storage, sharing/dissemination, 

analysis and the likes. While individuals and 

organizations can benefit from economies of scale by 

using cloud services, such as cloud storage services, 

there are underlying security and privacy challenges. 

Cryptography is a promising and widely applied 

solution to overcome security challenges in cloud 
storage services. 

Wu et al. in [7], worked on cloud storage security 

Assessment through Equilibrium Analysis: Game 

Theory model (Nash equilibrium). The model assesses 

the internal security hazards in CSP/TSP and estimate 

whether they would behave honestly to user data but 

the adopted model is based on probability. 

Kumar et al. in [8], explored data security issues and 

solutions in cloud computing and explained the need 

of CIA (Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability) 

triad in data security and how it can be improved. 

Application of data encryption when the data is at rest 
or in transit was also considered. Application of strong 

encryption algorithms like Advanced Encryption 

Standard (AES) and Rivest Shamir Adleman (RSA) 

algorithms. 

Vengadapurvaja et al. in [9] adopted an efficient 

homomorphic encryption algorithm to encrypt the 

medical images and to perform useful operations on 

them without breaking the confidentiality. 

Homomorphic encryption is a form of encryption that 

permits users to perform computations on its encrypted 

data without first decrypting it. This approach provides 
an efficient security to original medical data (image) 

and however requires high computational cost for 

implementation. 

Bokefode et al. in [10] describes some of the security 

issues which hampers the cloud and their resolutions 

which ensure that data stored on a cloud is secured. 

The study adopted AES and RSA cryptographic 

techniques simultaneously.  
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III. PRELIMENARIES 
A. Data Encryption  

The important aspect of this research focused on how 
safe and secure is the data on the cloud storage? 

Encryption of data is the surest way to store or share 

confidential information because it eliminates all data 

leakage possibilities. Its process involves conversion 

of data into a cipher text (unreadable format) that 

cannot be understood by unauthorized users. To read 

an encrypted file, one must have access to a secret key 

or password that enables decryption of the file. 

Encryption is used to protect sensitive information 

during data transmission and data storage. The 

components of data encryption are plain text, cipher 
text and encryption keys. The Plain text is the original 

message in a readable format visible to either the 

authorized or unauthorized user. The Cipher text is the 

encrypted message in an unreadable format to every 

other user except the authorized user(s). Encryption 

keys are typically a random string of bits generated 

specifically to scramble/encrypt and 

unscramble/decrypt data. The Encryption keys are 

created with algorithms designed to ensure that each 

key is unique and unpredictable by unauthorized user. 

The complex the key constructed, the harder it is to 

break the encryption code. The Encryption objectives 
are Confidentiality, Integrity, Authentication, Non-

repudiation and Availability. 

The various type of Encryption are Symmetric 

encryption, Asymmetric encryption and Hash 

function. In Symmetric encryption, the same secret 

key is used to both encrypt and decrypt data while in 

Asymmetric encryption, public key is used for 

encryption and private key is used for decryption. 

Hash function is used for one-way encryption, no keys 

are required for encryption and decryption. The main 

advantage of symmetric encryption over asymmetric 
encryption is that it is relatively fast and efficient for 

large amounts of data which is considered as the best 

method to adopt for cloud storage. According to 

Smirnoff & Turner in [11], Symmetric encryption is a 

type of encryption where only one key (a secret key) is 

used to both encrypt and decrypt electronic 

information. This paper adopts the Symmetric type of 

encryption. Fig. 1 shows the topology of Symmetric 

key encryption. Some examples of Symmetric 

encryption methods include: AES (Advanced 

Encryption Standard); DES (Data Encryption 

Standard); IDEA (International Data Encryption 
Algorithm); Blowfish (Drop-in replacement for DES 

or IDEA); RC4 (Rivest Cipher 4); RC5 (Rivest Cipher 

5); RC6 (Rivest Cipher 6). This research adopted the 

AES method of all the types of symmetric encryption 

because it is mathematically efficient and an elegant 

cryptographic method.  

 
Fig. 1: Symmetric key encryption topology 

 

 

B. Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) 

AES is comparatively much faster than other types of 
encryption method (like DES) and can encrypt large 

files in a fraction of seconds compared to DES. 

Because of the small bit size of the shared key used in 

DES, it is considered to be less secure than AES. The 

AES method successively applies a series of 

mathematical transformations to each 128-bit block of 

data. Because the computational requirements of this 

approach are low, AES can be used with consumer 

computing devices such as laptops and smartphones, 

as well as for quickly encrypting large amounts of data. 

The key length is typically specified as a logarithm in 

form of bits. For instance, 3-bit key length (2 x 2 x 2 = 
8) will accept eight different keys. The longer the key, 

the more secure data can be viewed with it. Since the 

only way to crack a key is usually a so-called brute-

force attack, attempting every possible option, the key 

length specifies the processing power and computing 

time. 

AES main strength rests in the option for various key 

lengths. AES is a symmetric method which uses the 

same 128, 192, or 256-bit key for both encryption and 

decryption (the security of an AES system increases 

exponentially with key length) making it exponentially 
stronger than the 56-bit key of DES. With a 128-bit 

key, the task of cracking AES by checking each of the 

2128 possible key values (a “brute force” attack) is so 

computationally intensive. The higher the number of 

the key length, the more secure the key becomes. Table 

1 shows the possible key combinations with respect to 

the key size. AES-256, which has a key length of 256 

bits, supports the largest bit size and is practically 

unbreakable by brute force based on current 

computing power, making it the strongest encryption 

standard which was adopted in this research. 
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Table 1: Possible key combinations with key size 

Key Size Possible Combinations 

1 bit 2 

2 bits 4 

4 bits 16 

8 bits 256 
16 bits 65536 

32 bits 4.2 x 109 

56 bits (DES) 7.2 x 1016 

64 bits 1.8 x 1019 

128 bits (AES) 3.4 x 1038 

192 bits (AES) 6.2 x 1057 

256 bits (AES) 1.1 x 1077 

 

The basic idea of encryption is to convert data supplied 

into a form in which the original meaning is masked, 

and only those who are properly authorized can 

decipher it. This is done by scrambling the information 
using mathematical functions based on a number 

called a key. Since this research work adopts the AES 

symmetric encryption, AES is based on S-P network 

in which the entire 128 bits input block is organized as 

4x4 bytes array called State array and is processed in 

several rounds. Number of rounds to be used depend 

on the length of key. For example, 10 rounds for 128-

bit key, 12 rounds for 192-bit key and 14 rounds for 

256-bit key. 14 rounds of encryption would be 

performed due to the use of 256-bit key. For the 

encryption process, the state array is modified at each 

round by a round function that defines four different 
byte-oriented transformations: 

i. SubBytes transformation: a non-linear 

substitution step where each byte is replaced 

with another byte according to a substitution 

table (S-box). 

ii. ShiftRows transformation: a transposition 

step where each row of the state is shifted 

cyclically a certain number of steps. 

iii. MixColumns: a mixing operation which 

operates on the columns of the state, 

combining the four bytes in each column. 
iv. AddRoundKey: a simple bit wise XOR 

operation is performed between each byte of 

the state and the round key which is generated 

from the cipher key using Rijndael key 

schedule algorithm. 

Fig. 2 shows the Advanced Encryption standard (AES) 

model. 

 
Fig. 2: Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) model  

 
C. Base64 and ASCII 

Base64 is a way to encode binary data into an ASCII 

character set known to pretty much every computer 

system, in order to transmit the data without loss or 

modification of the contents itself. For example, mail 

systems cannot deal with binary data because they 

expect textual (ASCII/Base64) data. Base64 encoding 

is NOT a way of encrypting, nor a way of compacting 

data. In fact a base64 encoded piece of data is 1.333… 

times bigger than the original data piece. It is only a 

way to be sure that no data is lost or modified during 

the transfer. 
Base64 encoding is not encryption but just a way to 

transform any given data into a stream of printable 

characters which can be transmitted over network. 

Base64 is a more or less compact way of transmitting 

(encoding, in fact, but with goal of transmitting) any 

kind of binary data. 

 

ASCII has no genuine advantage over Base64 and vice 

versa. ASCII and Base64 are both encoding 

mechanism in which any can be chosen depending on 

the user or researcher. To the best of our knowledge, 
no researcher has made use of Base64 for the set of 

characters as a key to an encryption process. Base64 

creates more complexity than ASCII. A 24-bit string is 

represented by 3 characters in ASCII while the same 

24-bit string is represented by 4 characters. 4 ÷ 3 = 

1.333.  

 

Why base64? 

Years ago, when mailing functionality was introduced, 

it was mainly a text-based, later on, the need for 

attachments like image and media (audio, video etc.) 

arose to make the idea robust. When files are attached 
over the internet (which is basically in the form of 

binary data), the probability of binary data getting 
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corrupt is high in its raw form and this cannot be 

sufficiently handled by ASCII method. Hence, Base64 

technique was introduced.  

Base64 encoding schemes are commonly used when 

there is a need to encode binary data that needs to be 
stored and transferred over media that are designed to 

deal with ASCII. This is to ensure that the data remain 

intact without modification during transmission. 

Base64 images are primarily used to embed image data 

within other formats like HTML, CSS, or JSON. By 

including image data within an HTML document, the 

browser doesn't need to make an additional web 

request to fetch the file, since the image is already 

embedded in the HTML document. 

When a text is encoded in ASCII, the first step is to 

convert the text string into a sequence of bytes. On the 

other hand, an encoded data in Base64, start with a 
sequence of bytes and convert it to a text string. 

Base64 is one of the binary-to-text encoding schemes 

having 75% efficiency. It is used so that typical binary 

data (such as images) may be safely sent over legacy 

"not 8-bit clean" channels. In earlier email networks 

(till early 1990s), most email messages were plain text 

in the 7-bit US-ASCII character set. So, early 

communication protocol standards were designed to 

work over "7-bit" communication links "not 8-bit 

clean". Scheme efficiency is the ratio between number 

of bits in the input and the number of bits in the 
encoded output. Hexadecimal (Base16) is also one of 

the binary-to-text encoding schemes with 50% 

efficiency. 

Since an encryption key does not have to be text but 

raw bytes it is sometimes necessary to store it in a file 

or database, which Base64 comes in handy for. Same 

with the resulting encrypted bytes. Although Base64 is 

often used in cryptography, yet it is not a security 

mechanism. Anyone can convert the Base64 string 

back to its original bytes, so it should not be used as a 

means for protecting data, only as a format to display 

or store raw bytes more easily. 
Base64 can be used in a variety of contexts, for 

instance: 

i. Evolution and Thunderbird use Base64 to 

obfuscate e-mail passwords. 

ii. Base64 can be used to transmit and store text that 

might otherwise cause delimiter collision. 

iii. Base64 is often used as a quick but insecure 

shortcut to obscure secrets without incurring the 

overhead of cryptographic key management. 

iv. Spammers use Base64 to evade basic anti-

spamming tools, which often do not decode 
Base64 and therefore cannot detect keywords in 

encoded messages. 

v. Base64 is used to encode character strings in 

LDIF files. 

vi. Base64 is sometimes used to embed binary data in an 

XML file, using a syntax similar to Firefox's 

bookmarks.html for example. 

vii. Base64 is also used when communicating with 

government Fiscal Signature printing devices (usually, 

over serial or parallel ports) to minimize the delay 

when transferring receipt characters for signing. 

viii. Base64 is used to encode binary files such as images 

within scripts, to avoid depending on external files. 

ix. It can be used to embed raw image data into a CSS 
property such as background-image. 

Base64 encoding scheme is commonly used when 

there is a need to encode binary data that needs be 

stored and transferred over media that are designed to 

deal with textual data. The only downside is that 

base64 encoding will require around 33% more space 

than regular strings (Base64 encoding uses 33% more 

storage). 

 

Base64 Procedure 

Base64 encoding method requires that every three 8-

bit bytes be converted into four 6-bit bytes. Among 
them, every six valid bits in the four bytes after 

conversion are valid data, and the remaining two bits 

use 0 Make up a byte. The general strategy is to choose 

64 characters that are common to most encodings and 

that are also printable. In an example given, the 

encoded value of “Man” is “TWFu”. Encoded in 

ASCII, the characters M, a, and n are stored as the byte 

values 77, 97, and 110, which are the 8-bit binary 

values 01001101, 01100001, and 01101110. These 

three values are joined together into a 24-bit string, 

producing 010011010110000101101110. Groups of 6 
bits (6 bits have a maximum of 26 = 64 different binary 

values) are converted into individual numbers from 

start to end (in this case, there are four numbers in a 

24-bit string), which are then converted into their 

corresponding Base64 character values. As this 

example illustrates, Base64 encoding converts three 

ASCII characters into four encoded characters. Fig. 3 

is an example showing the three ASCII characters. 
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Source 

(ASCII) 

M A N 

77 (0x4d) 97 (0x61) 110 (0x6e) 

Bits 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 

Base64 

Encoded 

19 22 5 46 

T W F u 

Fig 3: Three ASCII characters 

 

But if there are only two significant input octets (e.g., 'Ma'), or when the last input group contains only two octets, 

all 16 bits will be captured in the first three Base64 digits (18 bits); the two least significant bits of the last content-

bearing 6-bit block will turn out to be zero, and discarded on decoding (along with the succeeding = padding 

character). Fig. 4 is an example showing the two ASCII characters. 

Source 

(ASCII) 

M A  

77 (0x4d) 97 (0x61)  

Bits 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0       

Base64 

Encoded 

19 22 4 Padding 

T W E = 

Fig 4: Two ASCII characters 

 

Since Base64 is not a model or algorithm, it does not have complexity, hence the complexity of AES algorithm 

is considered. With respect to Table 1, 256-bit key size with require 1.1x1077 possible combinations by brute-
force attack, therefore the time complexity of the algorithm is O(2n). This complexity is calculated by; 

n-bit key → 2n 

 

4-bit key → 24 

8-bit key → 28 

16-bit key → 216 

64-bit key → 264 

 

Therefore, the time complexity of the model with respect to brute-force is O(2n). 

 

IV. DESIGN OF THE PROPOSED 

SYSTEM  
The system architecture is designed such that the data 

stored on the public cloud provided by the Cloud Service 

Provider (CSP) is safe and protected in the best possible 

way. For a data to be safe, it means privacy. Data privacy 

generally means the ability of a person to determine for 
themselves when, how and to what extent personal 

information about them is shared with or communicated 

to others. For data to be protected, it means security. Data 

security refers to the process of protecting data from 

unauthorized access and data corruption throughout its 

lifecycle. This includes data encryption, hashing, 

tokenization and key management practices that protect 

data across all applications and platforms. 

Study shows that most cloud service providers encrypt 

cloud service consumer’s data with a key they own 

which means the cloud service providers provides 

security mechanisms to protect customer’s data in which 
the security mechanism can also be manipulated or 

breached by them without the knowledge of the cloud 

service consumer. Having this alone means the cloud 

service consumer trusts the cloud service provider totally 

with its data no matter the encryption process stated in 

their terms and agreement. Many CSPs use different 

types of encryption method known to them in which 

some methods are susceptible to hacking and exhibit 

some limitations. With this understanding, this pops a 

question; “instead of giving cloud service provider total 

control of your data, why not have a higher percent 

control of your data than the cloud service provider?” 

The focus of the system architecture gives more control 

of the data security encryption to the cloud service 

consumer than the cloud service provider in such a way 

that the data goes through hybrid encryption method 

(more than one encryption process).  

 
Fig 5: System Architecture Design 

 

The system architecture in Fig. 5 shows different events 

ranging from stage 1 to stage 3 and the parties to the 

whole process. Only an authorized user can have access 

to the whole system and must have passed the user access 
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control verification. The different events to secure data 

storage is explained below; 

Stage 1: As per the forward arrow, this is the first process 

in which a user selects a readable data to be stored safely 

and protected, the data is sent to the secure system for 
cryptography process so as to make the data unreadable 

after the encryption process. For the backward arrow, the 

data coming from the secure system is also readable by 

the user. The readable data is called plaintext in 

cryptography. This first event can be called plaintext 

phase because the original message is readable.  

Stage 2: For the forward arrow, the original message is 

now masked which is unreadable, the unreadable data is 

sent to the cloud service provider (CSP) for storage. For 

the backward arrow, unreadable data coming from the 

CSP is sent to the secure system. Unreadable data is 

called ciphertext in cryptography. This is the ciphertext 
phase because the file is encrypted and cannot be 

understood by any party. 

Stage 3: This event is done by the CSP in which data 

given to them is stored in their self-owned datacenter or 

third party database. For both the forward and backward 

arrow, the user encrypted data is further encrypted by the 

CSP and decrypted respectively. This event exists and 

functions on the cloud service (network infrastructure).  

One thing that has become abundantly clear in the 

internet age is that preventing unauthorized people from 

gaining access to the data stored in web-enabled 
computer systems is extremely difficult. All it takes is for 

a worker to click on the wrong link in an email, or 

respond unwarily to a seemingly legitimate request for 

information, and an intruder could gain complete access 

to all your data. In today’s regulatory and public relation 

environments, that kind of breach can be catastrophic. 

But what if you could be assured that even if an attacker 

get access to your information, they can’t use it? That’s 

the role of data encryption. 

The secure system performs encryption process on the 

data supplied but the work of this secure system is not  

limited to encryption only because it also performs 

decryption process too. The secure system is designed 

such that it generates a powerful private key to encrypt 

the data and as well as using the same key to decrypt the 

data, only the key that is used to encrypt data can decrypt 
the data else the data will not be decrypted to the plain 

text. This research adopts the AES-256 bits key method 

of all the types of symmetric encryption because it is 

mathematically efficient and an elegant cryptographic 

method. This study tends to encode the AES private key 

in Base 64 scheme rather than the well-known ASCII 

(American Standard Code for Information Interchange).  

 

V. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 
The proposed system is implemented of multimedia files 

using the python programming language.  

 

A. Encryption 

The encryption program makes a procedural call to both 
the file holding the key and the data to be encrypted. The 

data to be encrypted (bank_details.xlsx) is allocated to a 

variable name (filename), then the variable name is open 

as read byte to another variable name (e_file). Thereafter 

the e_file is encrypted using the key (a procedural call is 

made to the file holding the key) and the result is 

allocated to a new variable name (encrypted_file). The 

encrypted data (encrypted_file) is saved into a new file 

by opening the file as write byte and write the encrypted 

data to that file and give it an extension of ‘encrypted’ in 

order to be able to differentiate the encrypted data 
(bank_details.xlsxencrypted) from the original data 

(bank_details.xlsx). Fig. 6 is an image showing the 

encrypted data and Fig. 7 is an encrypted data on the 

CSP. 

 
Fig 6: Encrypted data 
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Fig 7: Encrypted data on the CSP 

 

In Fig 8, having ‘.xlsxencrypted’ as the encrypted data extension file type, could be thought of that editing 

(removing) the ‘encrypted’ from the extension and leaving ‘.xlsx’ alone would make the file readable thereby 

decrypting the file without the cipher-key. The outcome as shown in Fig. 8 shows that decryption process needs 

a key to open correctly. This was tested using the brute-force attack by trying all possible ways to break into the 

data. Fig. 9 shows the encryption program with a wrong key. 

 

 
Fig. 8: Error message after editing the encrypted data file extension 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 9: Decryption program with the wrong key 
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B. Decryption 

The decryption process is the same with the 

encryption process but in the opposite direction. The 
data to be decrypted is an unreadable file with 

.xlsxencrypted as its extension file type. To carry out 

the decryption process on the data supplied, the 

encrypted data is placed in the same file directory 

with the program in case it has been moved, then the 

encryption program is run. If the encrypted data is 

not in the same folder with the program, the file 

directory is used to call out the encrypted data. The 

decryption program makes a procedural call to both 
the file holding the key and the encrypted data, 

thereafter decryption process takes place. Note that 

the file holding the key is not tampered with because 

the same key that was used for encryption is the 

same key that would be used for decryption (same 

key encryption == Symmetric encryption). 

 

VI. COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED SYSETEM WITH RELATED WORK 
According to Bokefode et al. in [10], Table 2 is the analysis of the cryptography techniques. 

 

Table 2: Encryption time in ASCII by Bokefode et al. [10] 

 
Using the same input size in KB as a yardstick for this project model, the following results were gotten. Table 3 

is encryption time in base64. 

 

Table 3: Encryption time in Base64 

Input Size in KB AES XOR(t) AES(256) in Base64 

(t) 

203 0.04 0.08 0.37 

564 0.06 0.31 0.41 

59 0.03 0.02 0.33 

1030 0.08 0.45 0.42 

5122 0.30 2.29 0.58 

 

AES gives better security than all other forms of cryptography techniques, using the hybrid method (AES-RSA) 
could give higher security but requires more time. In the AES (256 bit-key) base64, it requires lesser time than in 

ASCII. 

 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 
Importance of encryption cannot be over emphasized 

with increase in data integrity and low cost of 

implementation. The adopted model creates a better and 

efficient mechanism for data supplied by encoding the 
key to be used for encryption in base64. It gives a better 

security technique with lesser computational time.  Any 

Cloud Service Provider can be used for the user’s 

convenience since most CSP perform the same basic 

activities but the most important point is for the Cloud 

Service Consumer to take control of its data. 
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